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Abstract
Let G be a spanning subgraph of the complete bipartite graph Kn;n. In this paper, we obtain a formula relating Gc to
/Gc by a integral formula of the -polynomial of Gc (where Gc is the complement of G, and /G is the complement of G
in Kn;n). It shows that letting G;H be the spanning subgraphs of Kn;n, then Gc and H c are chromatically equivalent if
and only if /Gc and /H c are chromatically equivalent.
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1. Introduction and terminology
All the graphs considered here are 6nite, undirected and simple. Let G be a spanning subgraph of the complete bipartite
graph Kn;n. Let Gc be the complement of G, and let /G denote the complement of G in Kn;n (called the bipartite complement
graph of G). Let u; v∈V (G), and let G\uv denote the graph obtained by deleting u; v and edges which are adjacent to
u; v. Let e∈E(G) and G\e denote the graph obtained by deleting e in G. All unde6ned notation and terminology can be
found in [1].
Denition 1 (Brenti et al. [3]). Let G be a graph of order n. If the chromatic polynomial of Gc is
P(Gc; ) =
n∑
i=1
ai()i ;
then the polynomial
(Gc; x) =
n∑
i=1
aix
i:
is called the -polynomial of Gc, where ()i = (− 1)(− 2) · · · (− i+ 1), and the combinatorial meaning of ai is the
number of distinct ways of partitioning V (Gc) into i color classes, i.e. the number of ways of partitioning of G into i
cliques. For convenience, we use the notation ai(G).
Two graphs G and H are chromatically equivalent if P(G; ) = P(H; ), in notation G P∼H . It is obvious that G P∼H if
and only if G ∼H .
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The -polynomial of a graph has been 6rstly introduced by Khorfage in [4] (in a slightly diCerent form) and is a
special case of the “partition polynomial” considered by Wagner [5]. By an integral formula of -polynomial of Gc, we
obtain in this paper a formula relating Gc to /Gc, which shows that letting G;H be the subgraphs of Kn;n, then Gc and
H c are chromatically equivalent if and only if /Gc and /H c are chromatically equivalent.
2. Preliminary lemmas
Lemma 1 (Brenti [2]). If G has k components G1; G2; : : : ; Gk , then
(Gc; x) =
k∏
i=1
(Gci ; x):
Lemma 2. If e = (u; v)∈E(G), and if e does not belong to any triangle in G, then
(Gc; x) = ((G\e)c; x) + x((G\uv)c; x):
Proof. The partitions of G into r cliques consist of two kinds. One contains the clique e and the other does not. Any
partition which contains the clique e determines a unique partition of G\uv into r − 1 cliques. Hence the number of
partitions with clique e is equal to ar−1(G\uv) and the number of partitions without clique e equal to ar(G\e). Therefore,
for any positive integer r, we have ar(G) = ar(G\e) + ar−1(G\uv). It follows that
(Gc; x) =
∑
r¿1
ar(G)x
r =
∑
r¿1
ar(G\e)xr +
∑
r¿1
ar−1(G\uv)xr
= ((G\e)c; x) + x((G\uv)c; x):
Lemma 3. If G is a spanning subgraph of Kn;n and e = (u; v)∈E(G), then
an( /G) = an(G\e)− an−1( /G\uv):
Proof. By the proof of Lemma 2, we get
an(G\e) = an(G\e\e) + an−1(G\e\uv) = an( /G) + an−1( /G\uv):
Lemma 4. (1) (K cn;n; x) = x
n ∑n
i=0
( n
i
)2 i!xn−i. (2) an(Kn;n) = n!
Proof. Since each component of a partition of Kn;n into cliques is isolate vertex or isolate edge. This partition has 2n−2k
isolate vertices by supposing a partition with i cliques of Kn;n has k isolate edges.
So i = k + (2n− 2k) = 2n− k¿ n: By the number of isolate edges k = 2n− i, we get
ai(Kn;n) =
(
n
2n− i
)2
(2n− i)!
So,
(K cn;n; x) =
2n∑
i¿n
(
n
2n− i
)2
(2n− i)!xi = xn
n∑
i=0
(
n
i
)2
i!xn−i :
Evidently, (2) holds by (1).
3. Main results
Theorem 1. Let G be a spanning subgraph of Kn;n, then
an( /G) = (−1)n
∫ 0
−∞
x−n(Gc; x)ex dx:
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Proof. If G = Kn;n, then (Gc; x) = x2n. We can easily show that
(−1)n
∫ 0
−∞
x−n(Gc; x)ex dx = n! = an(Kn;n):
Assume inductively that the theorem holds for all spanning subgraphs of Kn;n with fewer edges than G. Let e=(u; v)∈E(G),
then
an( /G) = an(G\e)− an−1( /G\uv)
= (−1)n
∫ 0
−∞
x−n((G\e)c; x)ex dx − (−1)n−1
∫ 0
−∞
x−(n−1)((G\uv)c; x)ex dx
= (−1)n
∫ 0
−∞
x−n[((G\e)c; x) + x((G\uv)c; x)]ex dx
= (−1)n
∫ 0
−∞
x−n(Gc; x)ex dx:
Theorem 2. Let G be a spanning subgraph of Kn;n, then
(Gc; x) =
n∑
t=0
t∑
i=0
(−1)n+t an+t( /G)
(
t
i
)2
i!xn+t−i :
Proof. If G has a partition with i cliques which has k isolate edges. Then k6 n and the number of isolated vertices of
this partition are 2n− 2k. Thus i = k + (2n− 2k) = 2n− k¿ n. It follows that x−n(Gc; x) is a polynomial of degree n
which can be linear expressed by system of polynomials: {x−t(K ct; t ; x); t = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; n}, i.e.
x−n(Gc; x) =
n∑
t=0
Ctx
−t(K ct; t ; x);
where (K co;o; x) = 1.
Since Ks;s ∪ Kt; t = Ks; t ∪ Ks; t . Then
as+t(Ks;s ∪ Kt; t) =
{
(s!)2 if t = s;
0 otherwise:
x−n(Gc; x)x−s(K cs; s; x) =
n∑
t=0
Ctx
−t(K ct; t ; x)x
−s(K cs; s; x):
Namely,
x−(n+s)((G ∪ Ks;s)c; x) =
n∑
t=0
Ctx
−(t+s)((Kt; t ∪ Ks;s)c; x):
∫ 0
−∞
x−(n+s)((G ∪ Ks;s)c; x)ex dx =
n∑
t=0
Ct
∫ 0
−∞
x−(t+s)((Kt; t ∪ Ks;s)c; x)ex dx:
(−1)n+san+s(G ∪ Ks;s) =
n∑
t=0
Ct(−1)t+sat+s(Kt; t ∪ Ks;s)
= Cs(s!)
2:
In addition, every partition of G ∪ Ks;s into n+ s cliques consists of n+ s isolated edges which can be constructed by
following steps:
Step 1: Choosing n− s isolated edges from /G, we get an+s( /G) diCerent choices.
Step 2: Pairwise matching 2s vertices of /G which are not matched in 6rst step with 2s vertices of Ks;s, we get 2s
isolated edges and (s!)2 diCerent choices.
So,
an+s(G ∪ Ks;s) = an+s( /G)(s!)2:
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Therefore,
Cs = (−1)n+san+s( /G);
x−n(Gc; x) =
n∑
t=0
(−1)n+tan+t( /G)x−t(K ct; t ; x):
Thus, the proof of Theorem 2 is completed by Lemma 4.
Corollary 1. If G and H are two spanning subgraphs of Kn;n, then Gc
∼H c if and only if /Gc ∼ /H c.
Proof. Since ai( /G) is the coeMcient of ( /Gc; x), then Theorem 2 means that (Gc; x) and ( /Gc; x) are determined each
other. Hence the conclusion holds.
Corollary 2. Let G and H be two spanning subgraphs of Kn;n, then Gc
P∼H c if and only if /Gc P∼ /H c.
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